Known Issue: Reordering Columns in Firefox 19

Issue Description

Instructors trying to reorganize Grade Center columns through “Manage > Column Organization” in the Full Grade Center may encounter difficulties when using Firefox 19. When dragging and dropping columns in the desired order, the repositioned column may either overlap with another column or fly up the page, leaving a blank gap in the column list.

Column Organization

The Column Organization page is divided into various tables that control how different Grade Center views are displayed. Rows can be manipulated to customize the different views of the Grade Center. More Help

---

Overlapping columns

Misaligned column
Please note that this is a flaw that temporarily affects *the visual appearance* of the column list on this page while you are making your changes. By exiting this page, either by submitting or canceling your changes, you will see that the columns will remain in the Full Grade Center and appear in the order you specify.

**Work-around Solution**

The easiest work-around is to use a different supported Web browser, such as Internet Explorer 8 or 9 or the latest stable release of Google Chrome.

If you prefer using Firefox and are able to uninstall Firefox 19, you may either install Firefox 18 or Firefox 20 in its place.